Pet
insurance
for your dog, cat, rabbit and parrot
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Every pet deserves

Welcome to Petplan
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If your pet gets sick or is involved in an accident you want the

Petplan is the world’s largest pet insurer

best medical care. Fortunately, nearly every illness or disease

with nearly 40 years of experience. In the

can be treated nowadays. This way, our pets live longer and

Netherlands, we have been active since 2006
from our historical storehouse in De Rijp (North Holland). At Petplan,
optimal care for your pet is our prime concern. We are the specialist
in the area of pet insurances for a reason. Our expert staff members
have nearly all worked in a veterinary clinic themselves and all have
pets of their own. We understand your worries.

we get to experience more enjoyment with them. However, many operations are complex and the costs can increase
substantially. A bill of hundreds or even thousands of euros is
no exception these days.
Petplan reimburses the costs of the veterinarian. This way,

you will prevent financial setbacks! A reassuring
thought!

(Pet) friendly greetings,
		

The Petplan Team

paralysis
€ 2.380,-

bladder
stones
€ 2.506,-

broken
wing
€ 903,-

eye
removed
€ 508,-

teeth
€ 1.203,-

allergy
€ 3.871,-

abscess
€ 534,-

liver
inflammation
€ 601,-

Every Pet deserves
Petplan
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Easy & fast declaring

With Petplan you are opting for the most complete pet insurance.
That is exactly what your pet deserves!

Does your veterinarian not support the unique declaration service? If not, you can also declare for free online
with us. We will take care of virtually all declarations
within 10 days.

Expertly assembled health care packages
Our packages were developed by veterinarians. That is why they
are so extensive. You can select a BASIC, PLUS, or TOTAL
Package and 3 additional insurances.

Petplan reimburses the costs of your veterinarian.

That saves a lot of trouble and, moreover, a
lot of money!

Petplan makes it easy for you!
We understand that you have enough going on when your pet is
sick and needs care. That is why we make the administrative and
financial handling as easy as possible for you.
As the only pet insurer to do so, we offer you a unique declaration
system and we settle the bill of your veterinarian for you. Ask at your
veterinary clinic whether they support this service.

Need help with your application? Call us for

free

0800 - 88 80 008

or start a chat
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Our packages

BASIC

PLUS

TOTAL

€ 3.000,-

€ 4.000,-

€ 5.000,-

Unique declaration service (no need to pay at the veterinarian)

yes

yes

yes

Free choice of veterinarian (registration fixed own veterinarian required)

yes

yes

yes

Consult

ì

ìì

ììì

Diagnostics

ì

ìì

ììì

Special treatments

ì

ìì

ììì

Placement identification chip

ììì

ììì

ììì

Treatments, operations (including narcosis), hospitalisation, bandaging
Medicine

ììì
ììì

ììì
ììì

ììì
ììì

Advertisement for a missing pet

ììì

ììì

ììì

ììì

ììì

ììì





€ 60,-



ì

ììì



ì

ììì

Intensive care



ì

ììì

Extra care



ì

ììì

ì

ì

ì

ììì
ììì

ììì
ììì

ììì
ììì

Maximum reimbursement per year

Euthanasia
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Preventive care
Medication alternative care

n.nl

petpla

Dental treatment

Additional insurances

always in combination with a Package

1. Treatment cancer: chemotherapy and radiotherapy
2. Cremation of deceased pets (including transport)
3. Continuous travel insurance global coverage (up to €1,000 per year)
ììì Your personal contribution 20%

ììYour personal contribution 25%

ìYour personal contribution 50%

No reimbursement

All packages

PLUS and TOTAL Package 5

Consult

Preventive care

(up to €175 per year)

(only in TOTAL Package)

• Consult a veterinarian and specialist (also emergency & weekends)

• Inoculations, flea, worm and tick treatments (up to €60 per year)

Diagnostics (up to €350 per year)

Medication alternative care

• Blood tests, echo, X-rays, ECG, blood pressure measurement,

• Homeopathic medicine: VSM, McSamuel, Heal, Chinese herbs

tissue (biopsies)

prescribed by veterinarians recognised by Petplan

Special treatments

Teeth

• Behavioural therapist, physiotherapist, acupuncturist & homeopath

• Professional dental cleaning, consult, diagnostics, narcosis

• Knee ailments and skin allergies, including medication

• Removal of tartar, pulling teeth and molars

• Treatment emergency service/Faculty of Veterinary Medicine

• Root canal treatment and placing fillings

Treatments, operations, and hospitalisation

Intensive Care

• Over 1,000 medically necessary treatments/operations
• Treatment hip and elbow ailments dog up to 15 kg
• Non-surgical treatment hip and elbow ailments dog heavier than
15 kg fully mature weight
• Ailments of sexual organs excluding sterilisation/castration
• Bandages, narcosis and chip placement
• Hospitalisation and care in clinic up to max. 7 days per year

Medicine (also for chronic treatments)
Advertisement for missing pet
Euthanasia (including leaving behind pet)

• Specialist diagnostics: MRI/CT, treatment with isotopes
• Aids such as insulin pen and brace
• Pacemaker, heart valves, stents and coils, blood transfusions

Extra Care
• Pet care at residence owner in hospital
• Hospitalisation and care in the clinic longer than 7 days
• Animal ambulance up to €250 per year
• Health care in Europe up to €1,000 per year
There is no waiting period for the chip and preventive
care. These costs can be declared directly.

1,250,000 owners already preceded you......
For 40 year, Petplan has been insuring pets globally. By now 1,250,000 pets are insured with us.

Tiger

Lady

Labrador Retriever

European shorthair

Chihuahua
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Bo

After a hike, Bo has breathing problems.

Our Tiger just kept on eating and losing

Our veterinarian recommended medication

weight. After blood tests, we discovered

My Chihuahua Lady and I are both real
clumsy. First I was hospitalised myself.

and had to take X-ray pictures that very

that her thyroid did not function properly.

Lady then spent time in the pension at the
costs of Petplan. A month later Lady had

evening. Bo was hospitalised the next day

Tiger was injected with a radioactive

in a specialists practice. It turned out to be

substance to locate the cause. Fortunately,

blood in her mouth and it turned out that

a collapsed lung and there was an opera-

I had insured Tiger properly at Petplan and

her coagulation was not right. After exten-

tion. Unfortunately, Bo had to be operated

all medication is also reimbursed for this

sive treatment including transfusion she is

on for the second time the day after. Pet-

chronic disease. Tiger is now doing fine

feeling better again. Petplan helped us out

plan handled everything and compensated

again!

well and saved us a lot of costs.

us nicely..

Ralph van Kooten

Kim Scheffer

Mrs.Braak-Noë
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Important to know
Taking out insurance
• All insurances are concluded for 1 year.
After that, the insurance is continuously
extended with one year. Before the end of
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the duration we inform you of the extension
of your insurance.
• If your pet is insured with another provider, Petplan arranges the
termination for you for free. Please note that in most cases you
have a cancellation period of one month.
• The insurance will start immediately upon receipt and acceptance
of the request.
• Petplan uses a waiting period of 30 days. Costs resulting from
illness, ailment or accident occurred before or within this period
will not be reimbursed. Costs of preventive care and chip are reim
bursed in the waiting period.

Special conditions
• The insurance can be entered into for pets 8 weeks and older.
• If you take out insurance, you need to own a pet.
• Pets need to be chipped the moment you file the first declaration.
The chip can be applied during the first treatment.
• For the Shar Pei, Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Mastino, Pug and
the Fila Brasileiro different acceptance terms apply.
• The (Old) English, French and Victorian Bulldog cannot be insured.

Premium payment
• You can pay the premium monthly by direct debit or annually per
invoice or authorisation (5% discount).
• If your pet dies, the insurance is terminated and the excess
premium paid is reimbursed.
• Petplan is required to charge 21% insurance tax on the premium.
• Petplan does NOT calculate any policy costs upon sending of the
policy per e-mail and €11 for sending per mail.
• Petplan uses an annual premium surcharge of 4% for dogs and
cats of 8 years and older.
• You can choose for voluntary annual deductibles. The premium
discount will then be 25%.
Go to petplan.nl for a premium calculation or for taking out
your policy. Do not hesitate to call us if you need assistance.

0800 - 88 80 008
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• your pet specialist with 40 years of experience
• insured versus accidents and sickness
• employees with an understanding of pets
• optimal care and extensive reimbursements

• Petplan pays the veterinarian bill
• quick handling of declarations
• preventive care can be included

Every pet deserves
Petplan Netherlands is an initiative of Unigarant Verzekeringen (part of ANWB).
No rights can be derived from this brochure.

